homeworker desk
“Hello Flexiform – Just a quick note to say thank you for the
Homeworker desk, it is fantastic.

“Delivered flat
packed, it took only
minutes to build!”
-K

As the Pandemic continues, working from home became an
increasing part of daily working life. I think like most of the
country, this took me by surprise, but thinking it was only for a
week or so I set up office on the kitchen table. It was soon
obvious with a young family, that was far from ideal. Not
forgetting the terrible back pain and arm ache I got from
perching on a kitchen stool with a cushion on! Then through my
partner came the Flexiform Homeworker desk – what a fantastic
idea. Delivered flat packed in a box, with great instructions an
allen key tool and only 8 fixings, it took a few mins to build. The
desk is supplied in white so its not offensive at the top of our
stairs, lets be honest, no one wants a desk in their living room,
so a small discreet desk is what most people need, something
that can sneak into a small space in the corner. That’s why this is
perfect for us, in fact you hardly know its there, and its so solid!
We have managed to back ours against an existing shelf already
there (coincidently the perfect height) which gives us an extra 60
mm on top of the 800mm depth.
I also ordered a power module which sits on the desktop with
USBs for charging my phone and laptop power (no rummaging
under the desk for the plugs!) The chair is not a standard office
chair as I wanted something more suited to our home décor so
I picked an Olé swivel chair. It looks great in situ and is actually
part of the house rather than a lump in the corner.
I can honestly say the wrist and back pain has gone! After doing
a little research desk height and depth are key to comfortable
working. So, now I start work out of the way of the family and
can leave all my equipment plugged in out of the way. Thanks to
Flexiform team for supplying such a simple but effective idea.”
K - NHS

